Developmental skeletal anomalies.
A genetic and molecular revolution is taking place in medicine today. Led by the Human Genome Project, genetic information and concepts are changing the way diseases are defined, diagnoses are made, and treatment strategies are developed. The profound implications of actually understanding the molecular abnormalities of many clinical problems are affecting virtually all medical and surgical disciplines. The ability to apply knowledge gleaned from the laboratory is our best hope for developing strategies to modify the pathologic effects of genes (by drug therapy), repair genes (gene therapy), and restore lost or affected tissues (tissue engineering). Instead of an empiric trial-and-error approach to therapy, it may become feasible to tailor treatment to the specific molecular malfunction. In this review we have chosen to emphasize a few selected musculoskeletal disorders, including skeletal dysplasias, spinal deformities, developmental dislocation of the hip, and idiopathic clubfoot. The logical extension of our understanding of the molecular players in many of these disorders is to establish precisely what the products of the affected genes do during skeletal development, and how mutations disturb these functions to produce the characteristic phenotype. Despite the many hypotheses generated from the work in human genetics, and the knowledge that has been gained from animal models, there remains a relatively poor understanding of how these genes interfere with skeletal development. Unraveling these mysteries and defining them in molecular and cellular terms will be the challenges for the near future.